We demonstrate an efficient formula to compute the entropy rate H(µ) of a hidden Markov process with q output symbols where at least one symbol is unambiguously received. Using an approximation to H(µ) to the first N terms we give a O(N q 3 ) algorithm to compute the entropy rate of the hidden Markov model. We use the algorithm to estimate the entropy rate when the parameters of the hidden Markov model are unknown. In the case of q = 2 the process is the output of the Z-channel and we use this fact to give bounds on the capacity of the Gilbert channel.
Introduction
Entropy rate of a stationary stochastic process {X n } ∞ n=0 is the limit H(µ) = lim n→∞ S n (X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n ) n
where µ is the measure associated with the process and S n (X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n ) is the joint entropy of {X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n }. It amounts to the average amount of information per symbol. In this paper we study the entropy rate of a hidden Markov process (HMP) that has at least one unambiguous received symbol. A received symbol is unambiguous if after receiving the symbol one can conclude with certainty the state or input symbol. An example of an HMP with one unambiguous received symbol is the output of the Z-channel with Markov input process which has been used to model optical communication systems. A closed form formula exists when the process is Markov however a tractable formula for the entropy rate of a general HMP is still an outstanding problem. Entropy rate of a HMP was first studied by Blackwell in 1957 [1] . Blackwell showed that the entropy rate of a HMP can be computed as an integral of a function defined on the simplex with respect to a measure. Unfortunately in most cases the measure is quite complicated and computation of the entropy rate using this method us not feasible. Birch [2] showed that the entropy rate can be upper and lower bounded by functions that converge exponentially fast to the entropy rate. A formula for the entropy rate of a HMP also assumes importance because of the use of hidden Markov Models in practical applications such as speech and image processing, bioinformatics and communication and information theory [3] . Recently there has been a renewed interest in computing the entropy rate. Entropy rate calculations based on ideas from filtering theory have been done [4] , connections of entropy rate to Lyapunov exponents of random matrices have been studied in [5, 6] , connections with statistical mechanics in [7, 8] , and in capacity calculations of finite state channels in [9] . In this paper we follow the approach of algebraic measures [10] . Algebraic measures were introduced by Fannes, Nachtergaele and Werner in the context of quantum spin systems as classical analogues of finitely correlated states and were shown to be in one to one correspondence with functions of Markov processes or hidden Markov processes. In [11] we used the approach of algebraic measures to compute the entropy rate of a hidden Markov model with at least one unambiguous symbol and showed that an approximation to the formula converges exponentially fast to the entropy rate. Our paper is organized as follows; in section 2 we give background about the entropy rate problem, introduce the noise model and review the results of [11] , in section 3 we show an efficient algorithm to compute the entropy rate and present numerical estimates of the entropy rate using a sequence of observed symbols and in section 4 we use the results to derive bounds on the capacity of the Gilbert channel.
Background

Setup
Consider a stationary Markov process {X 1 , X 2 , ...} taking values in an alphabet N = {0, 1, ..., k − 1}. Let E be the transition matrix and ν be the stationary Markov measure associated to the process. Let F a ∈ M k (R)(k × k matrices with entries in R) be the matrix with the only non-zero row to be the a th row of the transition matrix E, that is
so that E = a∈N F a . Let 1I ∈ R k be the vector with all components equal to 1 and τ ∈ R k be such that τ a = ν((a)), the a th component of the stationary distribution. The Markov measure ν can be represented in terms of a triplet (τ, 1I, (F a ) a∈N , ). It is easy to verify that
where
.., q − 1} be the hidden Markov process resulting from a noisy observation of the Markov process given by the matrix R = [r ab ] with r ab = P r[Y i = a|X i = b]. One can view the output {Y n } as a Markov source {X n } through a discrete memoryless channel. The noisy observation of the Markov process induces a translation invariant measure µ on K Z which can be written as
The hidden Markov process can be equivalently be represented by a function Φ : N → K and the measure µ associated with can be written as
We can also represent the hidden Markov process in terms to a triplet. Let
It can be checked that the measure µ can be generated by triplet (τ, 1I, (E a ) a∈K ) so that
Translation invariant measures on K Z which can be represented in terms of triplets were termed as manifestly positive algebraic measures in [10] and they were shown to be in one to one correspondence with functions of Markov processes or hidden Markov processes.
There is a well known formula for the entropy rate of the the Markov measure ν. We can write the
A tractable formula for the entropy rate of a hidden Markov process is still an open and challenging problem. Blackwell was the first to study the entropy rate of a hidden Markov process. He showed in [1] that the entropy rate of a hidden Markov process can be written as an integral of a function on a simplex with respect to a measure on the simplex. The entropy rate given by Blackwells formula is
and φ(dw) is a probability measure on the simplex W = {(w 1 , w 2 , ..., w N )| i w i = 1} and h a is some function on the simplex. However, practically computing the entropy rate of a hidden Markov process using the Blackwell formula is difficult since the Blackwell measure can be hard to evaluate. Birch [2] showed that the monotonically decreasing sequence G n = S(Y n |Y n−1 , Y n−2 , ..., Y 1 ) converges exponentially fast to the entropy rate, that is, there exist positive constants M and 0 < ρ < 1 such that
It can be seen that
One can compute the entropy rate using the equation 11 but it is clear that computing the entropy rate using this formula by calculating the joint probabilities involved will take time that is exponential in n.
Noise model and formula for the entropy rate
In [11] we considered a specific noise model which we call a hidden Markov model with at least one unambiguous received symbol. If the symbol 0 is transmitted then it is always received as 0 at the other end. On the other hand if any of the other symbol is transmitted then it is either received without any error or received as the symbol 0 with a small error probability. That is
Here we consider the symbols 1, 2, ..., q − 1 to be unambiguous, since if any one of them is received then that same symbol must have been transmitted. For q = 2 this model is the familiar Z-channel. See figure 1 for a description of the model in the case q = 2 and q = 3. Let the matrices {F a } be the matrices that describe the uncorrupted The noise model for q = 2 and q = 3. For q = 2 this noise model results in the familiar Z-channel which has been used as a model for transmission problems in optical communications. 1 and 2 are the unambiguous symbols for q = 3 since if either a 1 or a 2 was received then we can conclude with certainty that the sent symbol was the same. If a 0 is received then all of the three symbols could have been transmitted; 1 and 2 with probability ǫ 1 and ǫ 2 and 0 with probability 1 − ǫ 1 − ǫ 2 .
Markov source as in equation (3). For this noise model we write the matrices {E a } given by equation (6) as
Let e i , i = 0, 1..., q − 1 denote the transpose of the (i + 1)
In [11] we showed that the support of the Blackwell measure for the hidden Markov model described by the noise model in this section is countable.
Proposition 2.1 ([11]
). For the HMP with one or more unambiguous received symbol the support of the measure φ is given by
Next we state the assumptions and statement of the main theorem from [11] for the entropy rate of the hidden Markov process under consideration. Let p = min ij e ij and P = max ij e ij .
Assumption 1 :
ii) E 0 is a one to one mapping
Let A be the q × q − 1 matrix defined by entries.
.
Here φ(e i ) is the weight of measure φ at the point e i ∈ R q . Let h a : W → R be the function defined as
). Under Assumption 1 the entropy rate of the measure µ associated with the hidden Markov process with the noise model described in this section is given by
In [11] we showed that an approximation to the formula for H(µ) converges exponentially fast to the entropy rate. For the HMP under consideration the result for the exponential convergence was much more simpler to show than Birch's general result given by equation 10. For the approximation to H(µ) let
where the entries of R are the tails ((N + 1) st term onwards) of the entries of A. LetΦ be the least square solution tô
and γ := max
We have the following theorem
Theorem 2.3 ([11]
). Under Assumption 1 the entropy rate H(µ) of the hidden Markov process with the noise described can be approximated to O(γ N +1 ) by H N (µ) and we have
3 Estimation and computation of entropy rate 3.1 An efficient algorithm to compute entropy rate
Birch's result (equation 10) shows that the computation of the entropy rate of a general hidden Markov chain using the monotonically decreasing sequence G n converges exponentially to the actual entropy rate. However the computation of G n using equation 11 method takes exponential time in n. In this section we give a O(N q 3 ) algorithm to compute the entropy rate of the hidden Markov model with unambiguous symbols using the approximate formula
ii)A q ×q channel probability matrix R with R ab = P (Y n = a|X n = b) according to the hidden Markov process under consideration. iii) N the number of terms of the approximate formula. Both E and R should satisfy conditions specified by Assumption 1. Output: The entropy rate H of the hidden Markov model. Proof. We analyze the steps of Algorithm I
• Each computation in Step 1 is matrix multiplication of a q × q matrix Γ 0 with a q × 1 vector e j which using a standard matrix multiplication algorithm requires O(q 2 ) time. There are N q total such computations and hence the time complexity of Step 1 is O(N q 3 ).
• • In Step 3 we first compute the matrix elements of the q × q − • Finally Step 4 has N q 2 basic operations of addition or multiplication and hence requires O(N q 2 ) time.
From the above analysis we get that the time complexity of Algorithm I is O(N q 3 ). 
Therefore to obtain a δ accuracy in computation of H(µ) we need
dividing by the negative quantity log γ gives
Combining with theorem 3.1 we get that the time complexity of Algorithm I to compute H N (µ) to δ accuracy is O(log We present a numerical example for approximating the entropy rate formulas given by theorem 2. Table 2 : The estimated entropy rate using the brute force formula H(µ) = S n (µ) − S n−1 (µ).
Estimating the entropy rate from an observed sequence
In the previous subsection we have assumed that the transition matrix E of the Markov chain and the noise parameters ǫ a are known. However in many practical applications this is not the case. In this section we assume that we are only given an observation sequence and we have to estimate the entropy rate. In this method we use parameter estimation to estimate the transition matrix and the noise parameters ǫ a and then use Algorithm I to compute the entropy rate. Let Y be a vector of the observed symbols for time t = 1 to t = N and let X be the corresponding hidden or state symbols and let Z = Y X . Let the unknown parameters be represented by θ = η ǫ where η is a vector containing the unknown transition matrix entries the and ǫ is the vector representing the noise parameters. We have
Assuming the initial distribution of the Markov chain is uniform we get
and the log-likelihood function L(Z|θ) and the complete likelihood function
To compute the complete likelihood function the Q(θ|θ ′ ) conditional probabilities p(X|Y, θ ′ ) need to be estimated. This can be done using the Baum-Welsh forward-backward algorithm [3] . Since the Markov input sequence it is only required to estimate the probabilities
For each t we define row vector 1 × q vector α(t), q × 1 vector β(t) and q × q matrix m(t)
where we use the notation p(Y
and we observe the following forward and backward recursion equations
if γ(t) = α(t)β(t) then we have
that is γ(t) is time invariant and in fact
So that from equations 26 and recursion equations 27 we get
Equations 26 and 28 can be used to estimate p(X|Y, θ ′ ). One can start with a guess of α(0) = [ 1 q ... ′ and then iterate using 27 to get the values of α (1), ..., α(N ) and β(N ), ..., β(1) We can substitute equations 26 and 28 to see that
The expectation maximization algorithm involves two steps. After making an initial guess of parameter θ ′ = θ 0 and setting maximum number of iterations k and a tolerance level for the successive estimates δ we have i Expectation
Step Use the Baum-Welsh forward backward algorithm described above to compute the conditional probabilities p(X|Y, θ ′ ) and complete likelihood function Q(θ|θ j ).
ii Maximization
Step Set the new value of θ
The maximization can be done analytically using Lagrange multipliers or computed numerically. If θ j+1 − θ j > δ and number of iterations are less k than go to step 1 otherwise set θ = θ j+1 .
We generated 200 output symbols using E = 
Bounds on the capacity of the Gilbert channel
The Gilbert channel [12] is a channel with memory which is used to model burst errors. The channel state S n at time n can be good (G) or bad (B) and the channel transitions between good and bad states according to a Markov chain. When the channel is in a good state the input bit is transmitted without error and when the channel is in a bad state there is a probability of a bit flip is h. To model burst errors the channel is modeled so that transition probability from a good state to a bad state (P) and bad state to good state are small (Q). The output at time n is given by Y n = X n + Z n where X n is the input at time n and Z n is the noise and the addition is modulo 2. The noise Z n will be 0 if the state of the channel is in good state and if the channel is in B state then the noise will be 0 of 1 decided on a coin flip with bias h. The noise process Z n can be looked at as the output of the Z-channel with Markov input S n and with figure 2 ). The capacity of such a
The Gilbert channel is a channel with memory. The channel state at time n S n transitions like a Markov chain between a good state (G) and a bad state (B). The transition probabilities from G state to B state is P and from B to G is Q. In the good state the channel acts like a perfect channel while in the bad state there is a probability of a bit flip h. The output of the Gilbert channel can be written as Y n = X n ⊕ Z n where X n is input process and Z n is output of the Z-Channel with the channel state Markov process S n as input.
finite state channel is defined as
where I(X n ; Y n ) is the mutual information between the the input and output sequences. The capacity of finite state Markov channels have been studied in [13, 14] . We use the results of the previous section to obtain bounds on the capacity of the Gilbert channel. Let H N be the approximate formula for the entropy rate of the Z-Channel given by theorem 2.3 with q = 2 and B be defined as in equation 23 then we have the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Under Assumption 1 the capacity C of the Gilbert channel with channel noise process {Z n } can be upper and lower bounded for all N ∈ N as
Proof. It can be shown that the capacity of the Gilbert channel is
where H(Z) is the entropy rate of the noise process {Z n }. Indeed we can write
Due to the relation Y n = X n ⊕ Z n between the input, output and noise we observe that
Since Markov channel state process S n is independent of the input, and the noise process Z n is the hidden Markov process; Z n = φ(S n ) for some function φ therefore H(Z i |Z Table 3 : The upper and lower bounds on the capacity of the Gilbert Channel computed using the entropy rate formula
